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BRINGING THE NEXT-GEN
NFT ECOSYSTEM
Introducing Skycraft, an avant-garde NFT project merging
artistic expression with blockchain innovation. Traverse our
collection of NFTs, each a portal to unparalleled opportunities
in the crypto realm. From the Genesis Miners' Vault providing
exclusive access to Bitcoin mining, to the Quantum Trade X
Canvas fusing art with automated trading, and the
Launchpad Odyssey Passage leading to early blockchain
venture investments, Skycraft NFTs redefine participation.
Immerse yourself in real-life crypto events through the
Realms of Immersion Pavilion, and nurture shared prosperity
with Unity Treasury Nexus. Illuminate trading with Liquidity
Luminary Sanctuary, and secure perpetual earnings with
Eternal Royalty Resonance NFTs. Embrace the convergence of
NFTs and blockchain at Skycraft Nexus, where exploration
knows no bounds.

The NFT market is booming, growing at an impressive
18.56%. By the end of 2027, it's projected to surpass a
valuation of 3.5 billion. This surge highlights NFTs' increasing
importance as a digital asset class, revolutionizing
ownership and authenticity across art, collectibles, gaming,
and more.

MARKET
VALIDATION

1.65 B
MARKET VALUE

2023

3.49 B
PROJECTED VALUE

18.54%
GROWTH RATE

2027 YEARLY

Unleashing Digital Ownership Revolution
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ROADMAP 

RESEARCH AND
CONCEPTUALIZATION: 

Thoroughly analyze market
trends, identify gaps, and refine
the project concept to ensure
alignment with investor
expectations.

Phase 1 A

TEAM BUILDING

Assemble a diverse team of
experts in blockchain,
development, marketing, and
finance to lay the groundwork
for a solid foundation.

Phase 1 B

PLATFORM DEVELOPMENT

Execute the technical
implementation of the project,
from blockchain integration to
user interface design, ensuring
a seamless user experience.

Phase 2 A
STRATEGIC MARKETING

Launch targeted marketing
campaigns to build anticipation
and awareness, creating a buzz
around the project's unique value
proposition.

Phase 2 B

Phase 3 A Phase 3 B

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Foster an engaged user
community through interactive
social media strategies, forums,
and regular updates.

UTILITY ENHANCEMENT

Continuously innovate and
enhance the platform's utilities
based on user feedback, driving
sustained user engagement.

ECOSYSTEM EXPANSION

Forge partnerships with
complementary projects,
enabling cross-promotion and
broadening the project's reach.

Phase 4 A
INSTITUTIONAL COLLABORATION

Collaborate with institutional
players to integrate the project's
services into their operations,
expanding its influence and
adoption.

Phase 4 B

In this section, we provide a glimpse into the
exciting stages of growth and development that lie
ahead for our project. With a strategic approach,
innovation, and unwavering dedication, we're
committed to navigating each phase of our
roadmap, creating value, and realizing our vision.
Join us as we embark on this exciting trajectory of
progress and evolution.

FOUNDATION AND PREPARATION

DEVELOPMENT AND LAUNCH

GROWTH AND EXPANSION

SUSTAINABILITY AND LONG-TERM SUCCESS
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$ 4,363,200
Total Revenue Phase 1

300 $
Phase 2
400 $

Phase 3
500 $

Phase 4
600 $

Phase 1
2424

Phase 2
2424

Phase 3
2424

Phase 4
2424 9,696

Total NFTs 

TOTAL SUPPLY AND  
MINT DETAILS
The launch of 9,696 NFTs on the Polygon Blockchain will unfold in four distinct
phases. The initial phase introduces 2,424 NFTs, wherein 2,000 NFTs are
secured for private rounds, leaving 424 NFTs available for minting.

Our overarching goal is ambitious: to commence on a robust note by procuring
more than 1,000 ASICs through a comprehensive sell-out. This strategic move
positions us to mine a substantial volume of BTC, fostering a dependable
revenue stream that bolsters our community's prosperity.

PHASE WISE PRICING 

PHASE WISE SUPPLY 

In a meticulously crafted approach, we are thrilled to unveil our NFT
collection through four distinctive phases, each offered at varying prices.
This strategic progression ensures that every enthusiast has the opportunity
to become part of our groundbreaking ecosystem. With each phase, our
collection evolves, introducing new layers of innovation, value, and
opportunity. 

As we journey through these phases, we are committed to not only shaping
the future of NFTs but also ensuring that inclusivity and accessibility remain
at the core of our vision. Prepare to embark on a remarkable journey, where
each phase brings you closer to the heart of our transformative NFT universe.
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NFT

Embarking on an exciting journey, the Skycraft Miners NFT project unveils a captivating
universe where NFT utilities ignite boundless avenues of exploration, creativity, and
entrepreneurial ventures among the cosmic expanse. This innovative endeavor takes
flight, fostering an ecosystem that thrives among the stars.

NFT UTILITIES 

Unleash the potential of crypto mining by
gaining exclusive access to cutting-edge
Bitcoin mining operations. Ride the wave of
blockchain's innovation and earn substantial
rewards through this revolutionary
technology.

BITCOIN MINING
Elevate your trading prowess with Trade
X's state-of-the-art automated trading
platform. Harness advanced algorithms to
maximize gains in the dynamic crypto
market and achieve trading mastery like
never before.

TRADE X BOT

Within the dynamic landscape of NFT utilities, the Skycraft Miners NFT project stands as a
beacon of innovation and limitless potential. Each digital creation becomes a gateway to
boundless exploration and connection, redefining conventional notions of creativity and
ownership. Driven by an unwavering commitment to innovation, our journey invites all to
join in shaping a future where NFTs transcend mere tokens, serving as conduits for untold
narratives, self-expression, and collaborative possibilities, uniting creators, collectors, and
enthusiasts in a symphony of imagination and potential.

Seize the opportunity for early investments
with our curated selection of exclusive project
launchpads. Reap the rewards of emerging
blockchain ventures and position yourself for
substantial profits.

LAUNCHPAD PROFITS
Elevate your portfolio diversification through
unique collaborations as an NFT holder.
Participate in exclusive token partnerships
that not only enhance your holdings but also
grant you a stake in groundbreaking projects.

TOKEN PARTNERSHIP

Step into the inner circle with access to
exclusive real-life crypto events. Connect with
fellow enthusiasts, and stay at the forefront of
crypto advancements while forging
meaningful connections.

REAL EVENTS
Be an integral part of the community's
success as your NFT ownership translates
to wallet payouts. Share in the collective
achievements and growth, fostering a
sense of belonging and financial gains.

COMMUNITY PROSPERITY

Amplify your earnings by providing liquidity
to decentralized exchanges through NFTs.
Earn a share of trading fees and rewards
generated from the liquidity pool, enhancing
your crypto gains.

LIQUIDITY AMPLIFICATION
Enjoy continuous passive income by
earning a portion of NFT resale profits. As
your NFT gains popularity and value, relish
the ongoing financial benefits of your
artistic investment.

ROYALTIES THAT RESONATE
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BITCOIN MININ G

Bitcoin mining forms the core of our venture, with plans to deploy 1000 S19
PROs post-phase four. Upon phase four's completion, we foresee our mining
yielding 5 BTC monthly. Expansion remains ongoing, encompassing diverse
cryptocurrency mining. 

This approach capitalizes on alt-coin surges. Financial projections factor in
compounding phases, annual breakdowns, power costs, upkeep,
management fees, Bitcoin halving, and rising mining complexity. New miners
are projected to outmatch predecessors, growing in power and efficiency.

Having secured a partnership with a Dubai-based hosting company at a rate
of $0.01 per kWh, we are poised to build a thriving mining venture. This
collaboration leverages their extensive experience in this field, ensuring
seamless handling of all necessary operations. Their established track record
enhances the prospects of our successful mining enterprise

Year Avg Btc Cost BTC Mined Revenue Net Profit

1 $35,000 180 $6,300,000 $4,095,000

2 $55,000 180 $9,900,000 $6,435,000

3 $75,000 180 $13,500,000 $8,775,000

4 $97,000 180 $17,460,000 $11,349,000

5 $125,000 180 $22,500,000 $14,625,000

50%
Paid Directly to

NFT Holders after
2 Months 

25%
Paid to community

wallet for
reinvestment

25%
Marketing

Development &
Team Expenses

In November 2021, Bitcoin hit an all-time high at $69,000, but now it's down by over 75% at $17,000. High Bitcoin
prices boost mining rewards while costs remain steady. This leads to reduced profits compared to mining during
price lows due to intense competition. Power costs also impact profitability, surged by global events like the
pandemic, deterring potential miners.

An opportunity emerges now: Bitcoin's price is low, with our $0.01/kWh power deal. Starting a scalable Proof of Work
mining operation offers advantages: lower investment, unbeatable power rates, optimal equipment prices, and
potential gains as the bullish cycle returns. Seize the moment for a strategic move and benefit from this opportune
season.

As evident from the table above, we've taken great care to develop a comprehensive and thorough 5-year Bitcoin
mining revenue generation plan. This meticulously crafted strategy provides a clear outline of our anticipated BTC
mined, total revenue, and net profits throughout this substantial time frame.

MINING PROFIT SPLITS

Leading with a $0.01 per kWh BTC mining rate.



BASE AMOUNT TOTAL AMOUNT TOTAL PROFIT

2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

40 

30 

20 

10 

0 

Year Base Fund Returns % P.A. Final Amount Profit
1 1,000,000 54 1,540,000 540,000

2 1,216,000 54 1,872,640 656,640

3 1,478,656 54 2,277,130 798,474

4 1,798,045 54 2,768,989 970,944

5 2,186,422 54 3,367,089 1,180,667
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Trade X stands as an automated trading bot program, meticulously crafted by a strategic partner company of Skycraft.
Its unique design prioritizes achieving maximum profits while maintaining low risks. Renowned as the world's most
efficient trading program, Trade X emerges as an exemplary revenue stream for Skycraft, holding immense promise for
sustained growth.

+54%
Yearly Return

Over the past year, our team has been diligently developing the
Trade X automated trading program. Remarkably, even in the
midst of a bear market, the software has consistently delivered
impressive results, yielding an average net profit of 4.5% each
month. This translates to a remarkable annual total of 54%.

Central to our project's ethos is the provision for our NFT holders
to receive an extraordinary 50% portion of the overall profits
accrued from our trading endeavors. This strategic design
underlines our unwavering dedication to ensuring enduring,
substantial returns for both our esteemed holders and investors
over the long term.

We're committed to reinforcing growth by reinvesting 40% of
profits into the base, driving steady expansion and heightened
returns for holders. Additionally, allocating 10% for management
and development guarantees ongoing project advancement and
innovation.

50%
Holders Share 

40%

Amount 
Reinvested

TRADE X

1 
IS

 E
Q

U
A

L 
TO

 1
0

0
,0

0
0

In the provided chart, we've detailed a 5-year profit plan with a strong 54% annual return potential for our
holders. Our focus is clear: sustain profitability while managing risks through optimized investments and
diversification. Our core strength is the robust 54% annual return rate, rooted in careful financial planning. This
underscores our commitment to exceeding market norms for returns, offering substantial value to holders. Our
approach maintains equilibrium by aiming for higher profits while prudently mitigating risks. We rigorously
evaluate investments, emphasizing informed decisions that protect stakeholders' interests.

Diversification is pivotal. We allocate investments across segments to disperse risks and maximize returns,
adapting resiliently to market changes. We vow to innovate, upholding our promise of holder prosperity. By
simultaneously pursuing growth and security, we set a new standard for sustainable investing. Our aim is
enduring value for our stakeholder community.



Each project will be associated with an NFT
venture to raise additional funds for expanding
project scope. Initial investors will receive a
percentage of profits from all these projects.
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VISION PROJECTS
01

In-House 
Launchpad
We are strategically poised to initiate five pivotal projects across

distinct industries, a move designed to not only bolster additional

revenue streams for our esteemed stakeholders and investors but

also to underscore our commitment to innovation and meticulous

planning. These projects, characterized by their ingenuity and

substantial profitability, are a direct result of our well-defined

operational framework and strategic foresight.

PHYSICAL 
GOLD 

01 MEDICINAL
FARMING

01 ECOSYSTEM 
APP & TOKEN

01 E-SPORTS
PLATFORM

01 EDUCATION
PLATFORM

Comprehensive project summaries have been meticulously
prepared for each of our upcoming endeavors, as outlined
in this proposal. Once the inaugural phase of our NFT
Collection is launched, we will subsequently introduce
individual project reports for each initiative. $5M+

Overall 
Investment

PREDICTED GROWTH

$7.5M+

Projected 
revenue ( P.A.)

27%

Yearly 
growth %
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PROJECT 1

$1,000,000 
Initial Investment

Gold: Safeguarding Wealth Through Timeless Resilience

PHYSICAL GOLD

Gold holds a position of unparalleled esteem as a universally recognized asset,
renowned for its ability to counteract the impacts of inflation and deflation.
Within this context, Skycraft has established a promising collaboration with a
company that boasts direct access to ethically sourced gold bullion derived
from diverse global mining operations. This strategic partnership extends
further to encompass affiliations with reputable refineries. As a result, Skycraft
is uniquely positioned to engage in the acquisition and subsequent distribution
of physical gold, solidifying our presence in this valuable market.

37.86%
Projected Returns

$4,979,564
Overall Gain

Guaranteed

Assured Stability
Reliable Profits
Risk Protection
Consistent Returns
Secure Investment

G
Opportunity Leveraging

O L D
Diversification

WHY GOLD? 

Strategic Use
Amplify Gains
Power of Control
Maximizing Benefits
Effective Resource Allocation

Risk Spreading
Portfolio Strengthening
Varied Assets
Safeguard Strategy
Market Resilience

NFT projects can amplify their potential by venturing into gold mining investment. With an approximate 37% annual
return over five years, this strategy combines the innovation of NFTs with the stability of gold. This fusion offers a dual
advantage: tapping into NFT profitability while benefiting from gold's enduring value. The result is a dynamic pathway
towards financial growth and success within a rapidly evolving investment landscape.

Growth Potential
Market Advantage
Wealth Expansion
Lucrative Prospects
Promising Ventures



Esports, short for electronic sports, refers to competitive video
gaming. Professional players and teams compete in various
video games, often in organized leagues and tournaments,
attracting huge audiences, and sponsorships, and generating
substantial revenue through streaming, ticket sales, and
merchandise.
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220% 42%

Digital
Collectibles

Sponsorship
Revenue

Global Reach

Growing
Audience

5 year Growth Purchases

PROJECT 2
E-SPORTS

Streaming
Profits

Engaging
Community

Market
Momentum

The earning model of this project revolves around a multi-pronged
approach. It includes revenue generation from user subscriptions, in-
platform purchases of valuable NFTs, partnerships with global esports
events, and strategic collaborations with blockchain and DeFi projects.

These diverse streams work together to create a sustainable income
source while leveraging the unique value proposition of NFT-backed
esports.

Strategic approach

Establishing the
Foundation

Expansion and
Engagement

Monetization
and Scale

Reveal the NFT esports
platform with unique
collectibles, engaging
users.
Host early events,
nurturing community and
competition.
Build alliances, attract
adoption through
proactive marketing.

Embed NFT rewards in
games, boosting
engagement.
Scale tournaments for
visibility and
credibility.
Cultivate lively
community with
events, rewards, and
social campaigns

Subscription plans
with NFTs for
sustainable earnings.
Global outreach with
tailored content.
Blockchain
partnerships for NFT
investment
opportunities.
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PROJECT 3
MEDICINAL FARMING

Medicinal farming is poised to emerge as a lucrative
avenue, with the potential to generate millions of
dollars in annual profits. This is attributed to the rising
demand for natural healthcare products, coupled with
advancements in sustainable farming practices and
technological innovations. As the world embraces
holistic health solutions, the cultivation of high-value
medicinal plants and botanicals opens doors for
entrepreneurs to tap into a burgeoning market.

The global market for medicinal farming is substantial and
continues to expand. the global herbal medicine market was
estimated to be around $115 billion, and it was projected to
grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of over 7%
from 2023 to 2028. 

$ 115 Billion

GLOBAL DEMAND

India exports a diverse range of medicinal and herbal products,
including raw herbs, herbal extracts, essential oils, and Ayurvedic
medicines, to various countries. The exact total demand for
products from India in the medicinal farming sector can vary
annually and depend on factors such as market trends,
regulatory changes, and global health and wellness preferences.

$ 7 Billion

INDIA AS A KEY PLAYER

We are excited to announce our strategic investment of $1
million in the Indian medicinal farming market. With the
increasing global demand for Indian raw materials and our
expansion plans, we project a remarkable growth potential of
100x over the next five years. This venture capitalizes on the
burgeoning market appetite for natural remedies and positions
us at the forefront of a thriving industry.

$ 1 Million

OUR INITIAL INVESTMENT
In the current global landscape, the interest in natural remedies and holistic wellness
is driving the demand for medicinal plants and botanicals. This presents a prime
opportunity for a tech-enabled brand to flourish. By harnessing precision agriculture,
supply chain transparency, and e-commerce platforms, the brand can optimize
cultivation conditions, build trust with consumers, and reach a global audience
directly. Mobile apps can further educate users and facilitate seamless purchases,
while social media collaborations amplify the brand's reach. With a strategic focus on
global expansion and innovative technologies like blockchain and NFTs, this brand can
tap into the surging demand, potentially realizing millions in profits while meeting the
evolving preferences of health-conscious consumers worldwide.

By focusing on cultivating a diverse range of medicinal plants, herbs, and botanicals, entrepreneurs can harness their
therapeutic properties for various applications. These include pharmaceuticals, supplements, herbal remedies, and
wellness products. The synergy between traditional knowledge and modern scientific research enhances the value of
these crops. With a solid market strategy, effective supply chain management, and an emphasis on quality, medicinal
farming has the potential to yield substantial profits, making millions of dollars annually. This not only offers financial
rewards but also contributes to the larger goal of promoting health and well-being in society.
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INFRA 
DEVELOPMENT

PROJECT 4
BUILDING TOMORROW, SUSTAINING
PROSPERITY TODAY.

Transformative Infrastructure: Reshaping urban spaces
with modern amenities.
Passive Earnings: NFT holders receive a share of project
revenue, ensuring ongoing passive income.
Community-Centric Growth: Uplifting both structures and
livelihoods.
Asset Value Growth: As infrastructure develops, NFT
assets may appreciate in value.
Governance Control: NFT holders influence project
decisions, affecting revenue potential.

Leasing or renting out developed
properties, commercial spaces, or
housing units within the
infrastructure generates a steady
stream of rental income.

Partnering with advertisers or
sponsors to promote their brands
or products within the
infrastructure, generating revenue
through advertising space and
sponsorship deals.

Selling developed properties, real
estate, or commercial spaces
within the infrastructure to
interested buyers, providing a
lump-sum revenue injection.

Charging fees for the use of
facilities and services within the
infrastructure, such as tolls for
roadways or access fees for
public amenities.

Rental Income: 

AdvertisingAsset Sales

Usage Fees1.

4.3.

2.
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Multi-Wallet Integration: Seamlessly manage various cryptocurrencies
in one place.

Real-Time Market Data: Stay informed with live cryptocurrency prices
and trends.

Secure Trading: Ensure user funds and data safety during transactions.

Token Management: Effortlessly handle a range of tokens, including NFTs.

Liquidity Pools: Access DeFi protocols for liquidity provision and
rewards.

and much more

Advanced Analytics: Gain insights into portfolio performance and
trading history.

www.skycraftminers.com

PHASE-WISE
PROFIT 
PROJECTION

User Acquisition: Generate revenue
by offering premium features,
advanced analytics, or ad-free
experiences through subscription
models to attract early users.

Transaction Fees: Implement
nominal transaction fees for
cryptocurrency trades and transfers,
generating a steady income stream
from user activity.

App Launch and
Adoption

Marketplace Fees: Introduce a
marketplace for token sales, NFT
trading, or token swaps, earning a
percentage of each transaction as
fees.

Liquidity Pool Fees: Facilitate De-Fi
participation by charging a portion of
users' rewards for providing liquidity
to decentralized pools.

Expansion and
Monetization

Premium Subscriptions: Offer tiered
subscription plans with exclusive
benefits, such as enhanced analytics,
access to premium content, or priority
customer support.

Educational Resources: Monetize
educational content, webinars, or
tutorials for users looking to expand
their cryptocurrency knowledge and
trading skills.

Advanced Features
and Services

Strategic Partnerships: Collaborate with
DeFi projects, exchanges, or blockchain
platforms to earn referral fees or a
percentage of transactions routed
through the app.

Advertising Opportunities: Introduce
targeted advertising options for
blockchain projects or crypto-related
services, creating an additional revenue
stream.

Ecosystem Growth and
Partnerships
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Dynamic User-Centric Experience

Our uniqueness is in blending innovation
and personalization. Understanding
emerging crypto and blockchain tech
keeps us agile. Collaborations empower
users with exclusive insights, elevating
their cryptocurrency journey.

Elevated Value Proposition

Our app excels with research, market
insights, and a user-first approach.
Understanding the dynamic landscape
ensures innovation. Integrations and
partnerships amplify the experience,
making our app invaluable in the
cryptocurrency realm.

CRYPTO 
GLOBAL

Cryptocurrency's impressive 15% annual growth reflects its
escalating global influence. Our strategic utilization of
cutting-edge technology positions us to transform this
industry expansion into substantial year-on-year profits,
ensuring a prosperous journey ahead.

420M+
GLOBAL CRYPTO
USERS

285B+
GLOBAL CRYPTO 
USAGE 

15.6%
ANNUAL CRYPTO 
GROWTH %

Growth Pattern
SERVCES BUSINESS XPs TRADING PLATFORM

2025 2026 2027 2028 2029

400 

300 

200 

100 

0 

Our app strategically operates through three key channels: a
Services Marketplace, B2B Crypto and NFT services, and a
Crypto and token Trading and Usage platform. Our
unwavering commitment is to propel growth by addressing
user challenges and offering streamlined and top-tier
solutions that elevate the cryptocurrency experience.

+40%

YEAR ON YEAR
GROWTH

Functioning as a freelancing platform, our
Services Marketplace hosts a diverse array of
solutions catering to cryptocurrency
enthusiasts and investors. From portfolio
management to expert consultations, users
can access professional services that enhance
their crypto journey.

Catering to businesses, our B2B channel
provides tailored cryptocurrency and NFT
services, facilitating seamless integration of
blockchain technology. From tokenization
solutions to blockchain consultancy, we
empower businesses to harness the potential
of digital assets.

Our comprehensive trading platform
empowers users to seamlessly buy, sell, and
utilize cryptocurrencies and tokens. With real-
time data, intuitive interfaces, and a secure
environment, we ensure that trading and
engaging with digital assets is accessible,
efficient, and secure.

Advanced Research Approach

Our app's supremacy is rooted in
thorough research, aligning features
with user needs, and monitoring market
trends. Our grasp of emerging tech
ensures ongoing innovation, while user
feedback ensures seamless experiences.

Pioneering Technological Edge

Our app stands out through innovation
and strategic partnerships. Grasping user
preferences and integrating emerging
tech keeps us ahead. Collaborations offer
unique insights, enriching cryptocurrency
exploration.

+35%

YEAR ON YEAR
GROWTH

+50%

YEAR ON YEAR
GROWTH
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Profit Opportunities

Trading Benefits

Value Maximization

Diverse Portfolio

Why
Skycraft ?
Skycraft Token offers unparalleled

advantages, serving as a gateway to

thousands of services and products at

exclusive rates. Its versatility extends

to generating profits through trading.

With seamless accessibility and

potential for substantial savings,

Skycraft Token redefines utility,

presenting a lucrative opportunity for

users to both economize and prosper.

Skycraft Token is a versatile digital asset with exclusive access benefits, enabling cost savings and offering

profitable trading opportunities. It combines enhanced security and convenience, empowering users with

innovative rewards and diverse utility, redefining the way you engage with services and products.

CRAFTING STELLAR LEGACIES

Exclusive Access

Cost Savings

Versatile Utility

Tailored Offers

Enhanced Security

Convenient Transactions

Innovative Rewards

Protected Identity

At the outset, we are excited to introduce 1,000,000 Skycraft tokens, each
meticulously designed with a direct, tangible use case that promises
unprecedented benefits for our users. These tokens represent not just a
digital asset, but a gateway to a world of opportunities within our
ecosystem.

SUPPLY
OVERVIEW

These Skycraft tokens serve as more than mere digital assets; they are the
foundation of a thriving and dynamic ecosystem. With a commitment to
innovation and utility, they unlock a spectrum of exclusive advantages,
making Skycraft a beacon of opportunity and growth in the crypto world.
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Secondary Markets

OPENSEA

OpenSea, a
prominent NFT

marketplace,
features diverse

digital assets like
art, collectibles,
and virtual real

estate.

RARIBLE

Rarible: A
decentralized NFT
platform enabling

creators to mint
and trade their

tokens, featuring a
user-friendly NFT

marketplace.

SUPER RARE

SuperRare excels
in premium digital
art NFTs, renowned

for exhibiting
exceptional and
valuable digital
masterpieces.

NIFTY 
GATEWAY

Nifty Gateway,
renowned for

curated NFT drops
by artists and

brands, offers open
and limited edition

collections.

Our NFTs will be available on 4  Secondary  Marketplaces other than our own website. Royalties
will be set to 5% on all secondary market trades. No fee will be charged for NFT transfers Between

wallets.

SKYCRAFT

Community-Driven

Utility Integration

Skycraft NFT Marketplace employs cutting-
edge AI algorithms to curate and personalize
content for users, ensuring they discover NFTs
that align with their interests and preferences.

Enhanced Curation

SKYCRAFT 
MARKETPLACE

MARKETPLACE

Skycraft NFT Marketplace is poised to

redefine the NFT experience. With a

commitment to user-centricity, it offers a

seamless interface and unparalleled

curation, showcasing a diverse array of

NFTs, from art to utility-driven assets.

Skycraft stands out with its dedication to

innovation and a relentless pursuit of

quality, promising a marketplace where

both creators and collectors thrive in a

dynamic ecosystem.

Unlike many other NFT platforms, Skycraft's
marketplace offers NFTs with real-world utility,
such as access to exclusive events, investment
opportunities, and more, creating added value
for users

Skycraft fosters a vibrant, engaged community
of creators, collectors, and enthusiasts,
providing a collaborative environment for users
to share, create, and innovate within the NFT
ecosystem.
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Skycraft is proud to announce our strategic
partnership with a renowned company based
in Dubai for our Bitcoin mining operations.
This collaboration is a crucial step towards
enhancing our mining capabilities and
ensuring long-term success in the crypto
mining sector.

DUBAI MINING: OUR POWERHOUSE

COST EFFICIENCY
Our partnership with a Dubai-based
company ensures remarkable cost
efficiency due to their access to incredibly
low electricity rates. This advantage plays
a pivotal role in drastically reducing
operational expenses, ultimately leading
to amplified profitability.

OPERATIONAL
EXPERTISE
Drawing on their industry expertise, our
Dubai partner handles all aspects of our
mining farm, from initial setup to
ongoing maintenance, ensuring optimal
performance and operational excellence.

MINING 
LOCATION

At Skycraft, our pursuit of greatness extends to strategic collaborations with industry titans. Our alliance with a

prestigious Dubai-based company is poised to redefine the landscape of Bitcoin mining projects. This partnership

is the cornerstone of our ambition to create the world's premier project, ensuring our holders reap unparalleled

profits. By harnessing their unmatched expertise and our unwavering commitment to excellence, we're paving the

way for the most profitable and esteemed project in the cryptocurrency sphere.

FOUNDING TEAM

Founder & CEO
Nirbhay Juneja

Co-Founder & CTO
Bhavaya Gulati

Co-Founder & CMO
Raghav Sharma

Advisor
Yashodhan Patil

Skycraft was founded by a core team of four members, supported by seven talented designers,
developers, and financial analysts. Together, we are dedicated to building the ultimate crypto

ecosystem, leveraging our expertise to redefine the industry. Our commitment to innovation and
user-centric design will ensure Skycraft stands as a pioneer in the crypto space.



Investing in NFTs, cryptocurrencies, and associated
financial instruments involves substantial inherent risks
and uncertainties. The market prices of NFTs and
cryptocurrencies exhibit significant volatility and can
experience rapid fluctuations. Prior to making any
investment decisions, it is imperative to comprehensively
understand these risks and meticulously review all
pertinent information, including the project's white paper
and associated documentation.

It is important to emphasize that the information provided
herein is solely intended for informational purposes and
should not be construed as financial, tax, legal, or
accounting advice. No representations or warranties, either
explicit or implied, are made concerning the accuracy or
completeness of this information, and it is subject to
modification without prior notice. We strongly urge
prospective investors to seek the counsel of their own
qualified professional advisors before embarking on any
investment ventures.

SKYCRAFT 
GLOBAL TOKENS 

IMPORTANT 
INFORMATION

Contact Skycraft Miners for all your questions, support needs, or partnership
inquiries. We're here to assist you.

CONTACT INFO

www.skycrafterminers.com

info@skycraftminers.com

twitter.com/skycraftminers

https://discord.gg/ubFhM68WrK

instagram.com/skycraftminers

http://www.skycrafterminers.com/
http://twitter.com/skycraftminers
https://discord.gg/ubFhM68WrK
http://instagram.com/skycraftminers

